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The basic  properties of near-rings are examined,   and are  then used 
to develop several fundamental theorems,   among which are  the  Factor 
Theorem,   the  Isomorphism Theorems,   the Correspondence Theorem,   and 
theorems  concerning near-ring embeddings.     Further,   the ideals and 
modules of near-rings are characterized,  and several theorems based 
on  these concepts are proved.     A number of examples of near-rings are 
included,  with one of   the examples being the set of  functions  from a 
group    G    into  itself,   denoted by    T(G).     This near-ring,   and  one of 
its sub-near-rings,   T.(G),   are considered in detail, with a decomposition 
of    T„(G)     in terms of  left  ideals each isomorphic to    G    being proved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
If    G    is an abelian group,   it is well-known that  the set of all 
group homomorphisms  from    G    to    G    is a ring.     If    T(G)    denotes  the 
set of all functions   from    G    to    G, however,   then    T(G)     is not a 
ring under addition and composition of  functions;   in particular,   the 
left distributive law    f°   (g+h)-f°g + f°h    need not hold. 
It  is perhaps because of examples similar to this  that  the concept of 
a near-ring was developed.     It is  the purpose of  this  thesis  to study 
the elementary properties of near-rings,  and to give several examples 
of near-rings. 
Chapter  I defines near-rings,  near-ring ideals,  and quotient near- 
rings.     The major results   in this  chapter are  the development of  the 
Factor Theorem,   the  Isomorphism Theorems,  and  the Correspondence 
Theorem for near-rings. 
In Chapter  II,   the  transformation near-ring,   T(G),   and several 
of  its sub-near-rings are introduced and are used to develop  fundamental 
theorems  concerning near-ring embeddings.     Among these results is  the 
fact  that any near-ring can be embedded in a near-ring with identity. 
It  is further proved that isomorphisms and embeddings of groups  implies 
isomorphisms  and embeddings of associated near-rings. 
Chapter  III concentrates on a specific sub-near-ring, TQ(G),  of 
the  transformation near-ring    T(G).     When    G    is finite,   it is proved 
chat    Tn(G)     can be decomposed into a direct sum of minimal left 
ideals,   each of which  is group isomorphic to    G.     Curiously,   the 
theorem is definitely  false when    G    is an infinite group.     The 
minimal left  ideals which are direct  summands of    TQ(G)     have a very 
accessible characterization;  an ideal    Px    consists of all functions 
from    G    to     G    which are    0    except  at    x e G.     Further,   it is shown 
that    P      is  generated by an idempotent  function, which maps    x    onto 
x    and maps   the remainder of    G    onto    0. 
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CHAPTER I 
ELEMENTARY  PROPERTIES  OF NEAR-RINGS 
Definition 1.1.     A  (right) near-ring    (N,+,•)     is a set    N 
together with two binary operations,   addition, +,   and multiplication, 
•, on    N    such that: 
(a) (N,+)     is a  (not necessarily abelian) group; 
(b) Multiplication is  associative; 
(c) (a + b)  c » ac + be    for all a, b,   c e  N. 
Usually  the notation for the near-ring     (N,+,-)     is simplified 
with    N    being used  to represent     (N,+,•),     and with    N+    being used 
to represent     (N,+).     Also since we will be considering only right 
near-rings,   it is understood  that  the terms "near-ring" and "sub-near- 
ring" will mean "right near-ring" and "right sub-near-ring". 
It should be noted that  some authors, such as  C. J.  Maxson   [8], 
further include in  the definition of a near-ring    N,   the following 
property: 
(d) For every a £ N, aO - 0, where 0 Is the additive identity 
of N+. 
However,   the inclusion of property   (d)  is not widely accepted, 
and  its usage results  in proofs for many of the following theorems 
becoming  trivial.     Hence we will not assume property  (d). 
Definition 1.2.     If a near-ring    N    contains a non-zero 
multiplicative identity,   then    N    is called a unitary near-ring. 
Definition  1.3.     A unitary near-ring in which every non-zero 
element has a multiplicative inverse  is called a division near-ring. 
(Some  authors  call such a near-ring a near-field   [8]). 
Proposition 1.4.     For every    a    and    b     in the near-ring    N, 
(a) Oa - 0; 
(b) (-b)a - -(ba). 
Proof:     (a)   Since    a + 0 - a,   it follows  that     (a + 0)a - aa. 
However,     (a + 0)a = aa + 0a    which implies    aa + 0a = aa.     But 
aa + 0 » aa.     Therefore    0a - 0. 
To show part   (b),  we start with the fact   that    b +  (-b) - 0, 
from whence  it  follows  that     [b +  (-b)]   a - 0a = 0.     But 
[b +   (-b)]   a » ba + (-b)  a    which implies    ba + (-b)  a - 0.     However, 
ba +   [-(ba)J   - 0.     Thus     (-b)  a - -(ba). 
Remark 1.5.     In a near-ring    N,   the following properties do not 
necessarily hold  for    a,   b £  N: 
(a) a(-b)  - -(ab)       (see Example 1.8); 
(b) (-a)   (-b)  - ab     (see Example 1.8). 
Example 1.6.     A natural example of a near-ring, which is not a 
ring,   is  the set    T(G)    of mappings of a group    G    into itself,   where 
mappings are added by adding images and multiplied by composition. 
We call    T(G)     the transformation near-ring on G.     We shall consider 
this example  in greater detail in Chapters II and III. 
Example 1.7.     The following tables of multiplication and addition 
define  a near-ring    N    containing the two elements    0,   f: 
Addition Multiplication 
+ 0 f 
0 0 f 
f f 0 
• 0 f 
0 0 0 
f f f 
Note that the left distributive property fails in several 
instances.  Among these are the following: 
f[0 + f] - ff - f while fO + ff - f + f - 0; 
and f[f + f] ■ fO - f while ff + ff - f + f - 0. 
Example 1.8.  Let G be any additive group with identity 0. 
Define xy - x for all x, y e   G.  This definition of multiplication 
creates a near-ring in which commutativity of addition does not 
necessarily hold, and in which the left distributive property fails, 
since z(x + y) = z while zx + zy - z + z for x, y, z e G. 
Note that the right distributive property does hold, since 
(x + y)z - x + y - xz + yz. 
Also note that this near-ring provides counterexamples for 
Remark 1.5.  To disprove (a), consider a(-b)  for a, b e  G.  By 
definition of mutiplication on G, a(-b) - a while -(ab) - -a. 
Part (b) can be seen to be false by noticing that for a, b e G, 
(-a) (-b) - -a while ab = a. 
Example  1.9.     The set  of polynomials over a ring, with the 
operations of  addition and composition,   is a near-ring.     In this near- 
ring,   addition  is  commutative,  but  the  left distributive property  fails 
to hold since polynomials are not necessarily linear functions. 
Example  1.10.     The  following tables of addition and 
multiplication define a unitary near-ring    N,   containing four elements 
0,  a,  b,   c: 
Addition Multiplication 
+ 0 a b c 
0 0 a b c 
a a 0 c b 
b b c 0 a 
c c b a 0 
0 a b c 
0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 a b c 
b 0 b 0 0 
c 0 c b c 
One   instance of the left distributive property failing is 
b(a + b)   - be - 0    while    ba + bb - b + 0 - b. 
Definition 1.11.     A near-ring homomorphism,   or just homomorphism, 
is a mapping    f    of a near-ring    N    into a near-ring    N'    such  that 
f(a + b)  = f(a)  + f(b)     and    f(ab)  - f(a)   f(b)     for every    a,  b c  N. 
Definition 1.12.     The set of all homomorphisms  from the near- 
ring    N     into  the near-ring    N'     is denoted by    Horn  (N,N'). 
Definition  1.13.    An element    f    of    Hom(N,N')     is a near^ 
ring isomorphism,   or just  Isomorphism,   provided there exists 
g £  Horn   (N'.N)     such that g •  f - 1N    an
d    * ' 9 m V" 
Proposition  1.14.    An element    f    of    Horn  (N,N')     is an 
isomorphism if and only  if    f     is one-to-one and onto. 
Proof:      (-*)     Suppose an element    f    of    Horn  (N,N')     is an 
isomorphism.     Then  there exists    g e Horn (N',N)     such that    g °   f - 1 
and    f  °   g - 1„,.     Suppose    f(a)  » f(b)     for    a, b € N.     Then 
g(f(a))   =  g(f(b)),     from which it  follows that    lj,(a)  -  IwCW • 
Hence    a «  b,     which  implies    f    is one-to-one.     The function    f     is 
also onto,   since  for    d £  N',   g(d)   £ N.     Thus     f(g(d))  - lNt(<D  = d. 
Therefore there exists     x e  N    such  that    f(x)  - d,  namely    x - g(d). 
(*-)     Suppose    f  £   Horn  (N,N')     is one-to-one and onto.     Let  us 
define a function    f~       from    N'     into    N.     Suppose    n-'   £  N'.     Since 
f    is one-to-one and onto,   there exists    n^ £  N    such  that    fO^)   = B^'. 
Define     f_1   (n   ')  - n..     Then    f"       is well defined since    n^  = n2' 
implies     f(n  )  - f(n,),   and because    f    is one-to-one,     n1 = n2. 
To show    f is a homomorphism,  we need  to consider    f       (n^' + n^  ) 
and    f 
-1 (U,1   n2')     for    B1',  n2'   £  N'.     Since    n^, n2 *   £  N\ 
n   '  + n   '   - n'     which  is  in    N',   and    n^   n2'   - n^     which is also 
in    N\     Hence     Ife.)  + f(n2)  - f(n3>    or    f(nx + n2>  - f(n3>.     But 
since     f     is one-to-one,   this  implies  that    n1 + n2 = ny     Also 
nx>  n2'   - nA'     leads   to    ffrj)   f(n2)  - f(nA).     Therefore 
f(ni n2)   -  f(n4)     and    Oj n2 - n^.     Hence 
I"1   (nx'   + n2') -  f"
1   (n3')  - n3 - n± + n2 - f"
1   (n^) + f"     <n2«), 
and    f"1   (nx'   n2') - f"
1   (n^)  - ■» " «i "l " ^   'V*   f"'L   (n2'>' 
Therefore    f"1    is a homomorphism from    N*     into    N. 
Moreover,   for    n e  N,  n'   £ N1, 
(f"1 °   f)   (n)  =  f"1  (f(n)) -  f"1  <n')  • a - 1^  (n), 
and     (f   °  f"1)   (n') -  f(f-1   (n')) = f(n)  = n'  -  1N>   (n
1). 
Therefore by Definition 1.13,     f     is an isomorphism. 
Definition  1.15.     A near-ring    N    is isomorphic to a near-ring    N', 
denoted by    N * H1, 1(  there  exists a near-ring isomorphism from    N    to 
N". 
Definition  1.16.     Let    N    be a near-ring.     A non-empty subset 
M    of    N    is  called a   (right)   sub-near-ring of    N    provided    M, 
together with    +    and     •     restricted to    M,   forms a near-ring. 
Proposition  1.17.     Let     N    be a near-ring and  let    M £ N.     Then 
M    is a sub-near-ring of    N     if and only if    a - b £ M    and    ab £ M 
for all a,   b e M. 
Proof:     (-►)     Suppose    M    is a sub-near-ring of    N.     Then for 
a,   b c M,  ab     is obviously contained in    M,   and since    b c  M,   -b    is 
also in    M.     This   implies  that    a - b £  M. 
(-)     Suppose    a - b £ M    and    ab e M    for all    a, b £  M.     Then 
b - b t  M,   from which it follows that    0 e M,  and so    -b - 0 - b «   M. 
Therefore    M    is  a group under addition.    Moreover,   if    a,  b,   c c  M, 
then    a,   b,   c  £  N,   from whence it follows  that     (ab)   c = a  (be)     and 
(a + b)   c = ac + be.     Thus      M    is a sub-near-ring. 
Proposition 1.18.     Let    N    and    N'     be near-rings,   and  let    f 
be an element  of    Horn  (N.N').     Then       Im f    is a sub-near-ring of    N\ 
Also    f     is one-to-one if and only if    Ker f -  {0}. 
Proof:     Suppose    N    and    N'     are near-rings and    f e   Horn  (N.N*). 
We  shall first  show that    In f    is a sub-near-ring of    N'.     Let 
x,  ye   Im f.     Then  there exists    a,  b e  N    such that    f(a) - x    and 
f(b)  = y.     Since    a,  b  e N,   a - b    and    ab    are also in    N.     This 
implies  that     x - y -  f (a) - f (b)   - f (a - b)  e   Im f    and 
xy ■  f(a)   f(b)  - f(ab)   e   Im f.     Therefore    Im f    is a sub-near-ring 
of    N\ 
Now let us show that    f     is one-to-one if and only if 
Ker  f ■   {0}.     Suppose     f    is one-to-one and let    a £  Ker f.     Then 
f(a)  = 0 »  f(0),     from which  it  follows  that    a - 0.     Hence 
Ker  f -  {0}. 
Assume Ker f - {0>, and further suppose that f(a) - f(b). 
Then f(a) - f(b) - 0, from which it follows that f(a - b) - 0. 
Thus    a - b  e   Ker f,  so    a - b.     Hence    f    is one-to-one. 
Definition 1.19.     The two-sided ideals,  or just  ideals,   of  the 
near-ring    N     are defined to be the kernels of homomorphisms of    N. 
Theorem 1.20.     (Blackett   [3]):     The two-sided ideals of  the near- 
ring    N    are  just  the additive normal subgroups    T    of    N    such that: 
(a) TN £ T; 
(b) n2   (t + 0l)  - n2 nx £  T    for    n^  n2 e N    and    t £ T. 
Proof:      (-)     Suppose    T     is a two-sided ideal of the near-ring 
N.     Let    a £   TN.     Then    a -JL   t± n±    where    t± £  T    and    nt £  N. 
But    T = Ker  f    where    f     is  some homomorphism of    N.     Hence 
f(a) - f (jx t± at) -X ret, v -Jj f(tl) f(ni) - £ ofo^ - o. 
Therefore    a  £   Ker f - T,   so    TN c T.     Let    t £  T    and    n^  n2  £ N. 
Then     f [n2   (t + n^)   - r>2 r^]  - f   [n2   (t + nj]   - f(n. n )  - 
f(n2)   f(t + nj   - f(r>2)   f01 )  - f(n.,)   [f(t) + ffc^)]  - f(n )   f(n ) 
f(n2)   f(ni)  - f(n2)   f(n ) 0. 
Thus n2 (t + n ) - n. n « Ker f - T. Finally, T is an additive 
normal subgroup of N because it is the kernel of a group homomorphism, 
namely     f. 
(<-)     Suppose    T    is any additive normal subgroup of the near- 
ring    N     such  that    TN £ T    and    n2   (t + n )   - n2 n^^ e  T    for any 
n  ,   n„  e   N    and    t e  T.     Let    TT    be the natural group homomorphism of 
N    onto    N/T    defined by    ir(n) - n + T    for    n £ N. 
Claim:     If multiplication on    N/T    is defined by 
(n    + T)   (n    + T)  - nx n2 + T,     then    N/T    is a near-ring. 
Subproof:     Let     (n1 + T)   0»2 + T)     be defined on    N/T    as 
n    n    + T.     To show this multiplication is well-defined,  assume 
n, + T - a, + I    and    n3 + T - n^ + T    for    n^  n2>  n3>  n^ c  N.     Then 
nx = n2 + t-     and    n3 - n4 + t2     for    4,   t2 <=  T.     Hence 
nl n3 "   (n2 +  tl)  (n4 + W "2   (n4 +  V +  Cl   (n* + tl)'     ""^ 
TN c T    and    T    is an additive normal subgroup of    N, 
n2   (n4 + t2) + h   (n4 + t2)  - n£   (t3 + n^) + ^    for    t3>   C, c  T. 
But    n     (t3 + n.)   - n2 n4    is contained  in    T,   so 
n2   (t3 + n4)  - n2 n4 + tj    for some    tj  e  T.     Thus    nx n3 - n2 n4 + t& 
for    t    e   T, which implies    nx n3 + T - n2 n4 + T.     Hence 
multiplication  is well defined. 
Multiplication is also associative,  since 
[(n: + T)   (n2 + T)]   0»3 + T) -   [(n1 n2) + T]   (n3 +T)  -   (i^ n2> n3 + T 
Bj   (n2 n3)  + T -   (nx + T)   [ (n2 i»3) + T] -   (llj + T)   [ (n2 + T)   (n3 + T) ] 
for    n   ,  n2>  n3  £ N. 
Moreover,     N/T    has  the right distributive property,   since 
[(ni + T) +  (n2  + T)]   (n3 + T)  -  [ (Oj + n2> + T]   (n3 + T) - 
(nx + n2)  n3 + T -   fc^ n3 + n2 n.j) + T -   (n]L n3 + T) + (n2 n3 + T)  - 
(nx + T)   (n3 + T) +  (n2 + T)   (n3 + T). 
This suffices  to prove    N/T    is a near-ring.     Hence    TT    may be 
considered a near-ring homomorphism,   from which it follows  that 
T = Ker ti     is a   two-sided  ideal of    N. 
Remark 1.21.     If one includes property  (d)  in Definition 1.1, 
then one can add  to Theorem 1.20 the property      NT c T.     This can be 
seen by  choosing    b £  NT,    and noting that  this  implies    b - I    ni  t± 
where    n    e  N    and    t± £  T.     It  follows  that if    T - Ker  f,     then 
f(b)  -  til    n,   r) -    I    f(n.)   f   (t.)  - I    f(n )  0 = 0.     This implies 
1=1    i     i i-1 x *■      i"l 
b e  T    and hence    NT £ T.     However,  one should note that  the inclusion 
of this property eliminates the need for 1.20  (b). 
Using essentially the same argument as  that of Theorem 1.20,  we 
have  the following result. 
Corollary  1.22.     If    I    is an ideal of  the near-ring    N,   then 
N/I    is a near-ring, where addition is defined by 
(a + I) +  (b + I)  -   ( a + b) + I    and multiplication  is defined by 
(a +1)   (b + I)   - ab + I. 
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Proposition  1.23.     If    N    is a near-ring and if     I    is a subset 
of    N,   then    N/I    is a near-ring under the definition in Corollary 
1.22 if and only if    I     is an ideal of    N. 
Proof:     (.-*)     Suppose    N/I    is a near-ring.    Then    I » Ker  TI 
where    n    is   the canonical projection from    N    to    N/I    defined by 
TT  (n) - n + I     for    n c  N.     Thus by Definition 1.19,   I    is an ideal 
of    N. 
(■•-)     See Corollary 1.22. 
Definition   1.24.      If     N     is  a  near-ring  and   if     I     is  an   ideal  of 
N,   then    N/I    is called  the factor or quotient near-ring of    N    by    I. 
Factor Theorem for Near-Ring HomomorphismB 1.25.     Let    M    and    N 
be near-rings,   and let    f,   an element of    Horn (M, N),  be onto.     Let 
I    be an ideal of    M   with    I £ Ker f;   then there exists a unique 
onto near-ring homomorphism    f    such  that  the diagram 
M N 
-A/' commutes. 
M/I 
Proof:     Let    M    and    N    be near-rings,  and let    f    be a 
homomorphism from    M    onto    N.     Suppose    I    is an ideal of    M   with 
I c Ker f.     Define    f  :  M/I * N    by    f   (a + I) - f(a).     To show    f 
is well-defined,   assume    a + I - b + I.     Then    a - b <   I.     and since 
I c Ker f,   f   (a  - b)  - 0.     Thus    f(a) - f(b)     and    f   (a + I) - f   (b + I). 
Next let us  show that    f    is a homomorphism from    M/I    to    N. 
Since    f   [(a + I) + (b + DJ - f   [(• + b> ♦ H«   lf follow8  that 
f   [(a + I) +  (b + I)] - f   (a + b)    which equals    f(a) + f(b). 
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But     f(a) + f(b)  -   f   (a + I) + f   ( b + I).       Therefore 
f   [(a + I) +  (b + I)]  - f   (a + I) + f   (b + I).       Moreover, 
f  [(a + I)   (b + I)]  - £   (ab + I)  -  f(ab).     Since    f     is a 
homomorphism,   £(ab)   - f(a)   f(b),    which is just    f   (a + I)   £   (b + I). 
Thus     f   [(a + I)   (b + I)] - f   (a + I)   f   (b + I),     and so by 
Definition  1.11,     f     is a homomorphism from    M/I    to    N. 
To show    f     is  onto,   let    a e N.     Since    f     is onto,   there exists 
b c  M    such  that     f(b) - a.     But    f   (b + I)  - f(b) - a.     Hence    f    is 
onto.     In addition,     (f  °  Hj)   (a) - f   (a + I) -  f (a)     for every 
a c M,     so    f  •  IT    " f. 
Finally,   if    F    Is any other homomorphism making the diagram 
commute,   then 
F(a + I)  =   (F  o   t )   (a)  -  f(a)  = f   (a + I).     Therefore    F =  f. 
This  completes   the proof. 
First  Isomorphism Theorem 1.26.     Let    M    and    N    be near-rings, 
and  let     f,   an element of    Horn  (M,  N), be onto.     If     I - Ker f,     then 
M/I  ■  N. 
Proof:     Suppose    M    and    N    are near-rings,  and    f  e Horn  (M,   N) 
is onto.     Also suppose    I - Ker f.     Then by Proposition  1.23,    M/I 
is a near-ring on which addition is defined by 
(a +  I) +   (b + I)  -   (a + b) + I    and multiplication is defined by 
(a +1)   (b + I) - ab + I.     Define    f   : M/I -■ N    by    f   (a + I) -  f(a) 
for    a £ M.     Then by  the Factor Theorem 1.25,  f     is an onto 
homomorphism.     Moreover,   suppose    f   (a + I) - f   (b + I).     Then 
f(a)  - f(b),   from which it  follows that    0 - f(a)  - f(b) - f(l - b). 
12 
Thus    a - b £   Ker f-I,   soa+I-b+I.     Therefore    f    is one-to- 
one,  and hence  is an isomorphism from    M/I    to    N. 
Second  Isomorphism Theorem 1.27.     Let     S    and    T    be sub-near- 
rings of a near-ring    N,  with    S    an ideal of    N.     Then    S n T    is 
an ideal of    T,   S + T    is  a sub-near-ring of    N,     and 
(S + T)/S - T/(S  n T). 
Proof:     Suppose    S    and    T    are sub-near-rings of a near-ring    N, 
with    S    being an ideal of    N. 
Let us  first show that     S  n T    is an ideal of    T.     Let 
a,  b e   S n T.       Then    a - b e   S    and    a - b e   T    since both are sub- 
near-rings.     Thus    a - b e   S n T,  which implies    S n T    is a subgroup. 
To show    S n T    is normal,   let     t e  T,  b e  S n T.     Since    S    is an 
ideal,   t + b - t  £  S    and    bt e   S.     But    t + b - t  £  T    and 
bt t   T    since    T     is  a sub-near-ring.     Hence    t+b-tcSnT,   so 
S n T    is an additive normal subgroup of    T.     Also    bt  t   S n T    so 
(S fl T)   T c S n T.     Moreover,   for    t^,   t2 £ T    and 
b t   S n T,   t2   (b + t.)   -  t2 t1 £   S    since    S     is an  ideal,  and 
t     (b + t  )   - t?   t.   £   T    since    T    is a sub-near-ring.     Hence 
t     (b + t   )   . t     t.   £   S n T.     This suffices  to show    S n T    is an 
ideal  of     T. 
To  show that    S + T    is a sub-near-ring of    N,   let a,  b £   S + T. 
Then    t - •, + t.,  b - «2 + t2    where    »v   s2 £   S    and    t^   t2 e   T. 
Hence    a +  (-b)  -   (sx + t±) +  (-t2 - s2> ■ «j + Ut± - t2)  - •jj. 
Since    S     is an  ideal,   sx +  [ (tj - 4)   - s2]  -  sx +   [S3 + (^ - 4)), 
which is contained  in    S + T.     Therefore    a - b £  S + T. 
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Also    ab =   (»| + t1)   (s2 + t2) - »j   (s2 + t2) + tj   (s2 + t2).    Since 
S    is an ideal,   sx   (s2 + tj -  s4    and    tj   (s2 + t2> - s5 + tj t2 
for some    s^,   s5 £   S.     Thus    ab - s^ + s5 + ^  t2  e   S + T. 
Therefore    S + T    is a sub-near-ring of    N. 
Now define    f   :   T -*■  (S + T)/S    by    f(t) =  S + t.     Since for 
tr   t2 £  T,   f(tl + t2)  -  S +   (tl + t2) -   (S + tx) +  (S + t2) - 
f(t-) + f(t2)     and    f(tj t2)  - S +  (tx t2) -   (S + tx)   (S + t2) - 
f(t )   f(t,),   f     is a homomorphism.    Moreover,     f    is onto,   since for 
a  £   (S +  T)/S,   then     a m ^ +  tj + S - »j + S + tj - 8 + tj -  Ktj) 
for    t    £  T,   Sj  £   S.     Also    Ker f -  {t e  T  I   S + t = S) - 
{t £ T   I   t £   S}  = S n T. 
Therefore by  the First  Isomorphism Theorem, 
T/Ker f *   (S + T)/S,  or    T/(S   n T) =  (S + T)/S. 
Third  Isomorphism Theorem 1.28.     Let    S £ T £ N    and let    S    and 
T    be  ideals  of   the near-ring    N.     Then    T/S     is an ideal of    N/S, 
and    (N/S)   /   (T/S) - N/T. 
Proof:     Let    S c T £ N    and let    S    and    T    be ideals of the 
near-ring    N.     Define    g   :  N/S - N/T    by    g(n + S) - n + T.     Then 
g    is well-defined,   since for    a,  b £ N,   a + S - b + S    implies 
a - b c   S.     But    S £ T    so    a + T - b + T.     Since 
g  [(a + S) +   (b + S)]  - g  [(a + b) + S] -   (a + b) + T = 
(a + T) +  (b + T) - g(a + S) + g(b + S),     and since    g  [(a + S)   (b + S)] 
= g(ab + S)  - ab + T -   (a + T)   (b + T) - g(. + 8)  g(b + 8),   g    is a 
homomorphism.     To see that    g    is onto,  let    x £ N/T.     Then 
where    n £ N.     Therefore  there exists    y £ N/S    such that    y - n + S 
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and    g(y)  - g(n + S) - n + T - x.     Hence    g    is onto. 
Furthermore,     Ker g - T/S    since    Ker g - {n + S e N/S  |  n + T - T} 
»  {n + S £   N/S   I   n e  T) - T/S.     Hence    T/S    is an ideal of    N/S,     and, 
by the First   Isomorphism Theorem,      (N/S)  /   (T/S) - N/T. 
Correspondence Theorem 1.29.     Let    N    be a near-ring,   and  let       I 
be an ideal of    N.     There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the set    S    of sub-near-rings of    N/I    and the set    1     of sub-near- 
rings of    N    containing    I.     One defines the correspondences 
(H): S ■+ I     and    »J     I + S    as follows: 
Let    S    be an element of    S;   then    S ™ u"1   (S),  an element of     I. 
Let    L    be an element of     I;   then    L 4 L/I,  an element of    S. 
Furthermore,     f    preserves set inclusions;  and for    K,   L,   elements 
of    I,   K    is an  ideal of    L    if and only if    K/I    is an ideal of    L/I. 
Proof:     Let    N    be a near-ring and let     I    be an ideal of    N. 
Further suppose     S t  S    and    a,  b c  irf1   (S),    where    S    is   the set of 
sub-near-rings  of    N/I.     Then    Kj   (ab)  - l,   (a)  »j   (b)  «   S,    which 
implies    ab «   n^1   (8).     Also     »,   (a - b) -  ^(a)   -  »,   (b)   «   S,   from 
which it follows  that    a-b £   TTj"1   (S).     Thus    tf1 »)     Is a sub- 
near-ring of    N,   and since    I - Ker  Wj £ Wj"     (S),   »j       (S)     is 
contained in     I,   where    I     is  the set  of sub-near-rings of    N 
containing     I. 
Let    L € I.     Since     I     is an ideal of    N,     I    is an  ideal of    L, 
and hence    L/I c  S.     Define    I    from    I     to    S    by    f  (D  - L/I,     and 
define   © from    S    to    I     by   ®(S)  -  .,"*   (■>•     ^en 
*  o®(S) -  f   (iTj"1   (S))  -  »,   (V1   (S)) " S-     HenCC    '  °®" 1S' 
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Also© •   T   (L)   -Q^j   (L))  -  » ~1   (ffj   (L))  -  L,     so© •¥-!». 
Therefore    t    is one-to-one and onto,   from which  it  follows  that  there 
exists  a one-to-one correspondence between    S    and    I. 
To show that     V    preserves  set  inclusions,   let us suppose   that    K 
and    L    are elements of    I    with    K £ L.     Let    x e  K/I.     Then 
x = k +  I    where    k c   K.     But since    K £ L,  k e  L    which  implies 
X - k + I «   L/I.     Thus    K/I c L/I.     Now assume    K/I c L/I    and let 
k £  K.     Then     k +  I £  K/I,     but     since    K/I £ L/I,   it follows  that 
k + I « L/I.     Hence    k £  L    which implies    K £ L.     Therefore    K £ L 
if and only  if    K/I £ L/I. 
To complete   the  theorem,  assume    K    is an ideal of    L.    Then 
K = Ker  f,  where    f    is a homomorphism from    L    to some    near-ring 
M.     Define    f    from    L/I    to    M    by    f   &  + I)  - i<l).     Then by  the 
Factor Theorem,   f     is a homomorphism. 
Moreover,   for    k £  K,   f   (k + I)  - f(k) - 0,     and  if     f   (£ + I)  = 0, 
then    f<l)  = 0 which implies    I  £  K.     Hence    Ker f - K/I,     and    K/I 
ia an ideal of    L/I.     To show the converse,   assume    K/I    is an ideal 
of    L/I.     Then    K/I - Ker g    where    g    is a homomorphism from    L/I 
to some near-ring    R.     Define    g    from    L    to    R    by    g   (£)  -  g   <l + D- 
Then for all    k £   K,  g   (k)  - g   (k + I) - 0.     If    g   $)  - 0,   then 
g   (f.  + I) = 0    which implies    I + I «  K/I,   so    £ £  K.     Thus    K - Ker g, 
from which it   follows   that    K    is an ideal of    L.     Hence    K    is an 
ideal of     L    if and only if    K/I     is an ideal of    L/I.     This completes 
the proof of  the  theorem. 
Definition  1.30.     Let    N    be a right near-ring.     A left N-module, 
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j^M,     is a   (not necessarily abelian)   group     (M,  +)     together with a 
function    u   :  N X M ■+ M,  where we denote    u(n, m)    by    n u m,     such 
that: 
(a) (r + s)   v  a - r u a + s u a; 
(b) (rs)   v a ■  r u   (spa)    for all    r,   s e N and    a e M. 
If    N    is a unitary near-ring,   then also 
(c) 1  u  a » a     for all    a « M. 
The reader can easily see how to define a right N-module,    M^, 
where    u   :  M X N ■* N,     for a left near-ring    N.     Generally,   the 
function       u     is suppressed,     and    r  u a    is written    ra.    An 
example of  a left N-module is     N+,    denoted by      N, where the 
function    u     is multiplication  on    N.     Note that it is not necessarily 
true that     ru   (a + b)-rua + rub    for    r e  N    and    a,  b t  M, 
since the  left distributive property does not necessarily hold for    N, 
and we want       N    to be a left N-module.     By "module" we shall mean a 
"left module". 
Definition 1.31.     Let    ^l    and    NL    be modules.     A function 
f   : M -» L    is  called an N-homomorphism provided: 
f(a + b)   -   f (a)  + f (b)     and     f(ra)   - rf (a)    for all    r e N    and 
a,  b c  M. 
Definition 1.32.     Submodules    of a module      „M    are defined  to be 
kernels of N-homomorphisms. 
Theorem 1.33.     A subset    A    of a module    ^    is a submodule if 
and only  if 
(a)     (A,  +)     is  a normal subgroup of     (M, +)    and 
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(b)    n   (a + m)   - n m e A    for all    a e A, m c M,  and    n e N. 
Proof:     (-*)     Suppose a subset    A    of    ^1    is a submodule.     Then 
A    is   the kernel of some    N-homomorphism    g,   and hence    A    is a normal 
subgroup of    M.     Also  for     a e  A,  m e M,  and    n e N, 
g[n  (a + m)   - nm]   = g[n   (a + m)]  - g(nm)  - n[g(a) + g(m)]   - ng(m)  = 
ng(m)   - ng(m)  ■ 0.     Hence    n(a + m)- n m £ A. 
(«-)     Suppose    A    is a subset of    ^1    such that     (A, +)     is a 
normal  subgroup of     (M,  +)     and  such  that    n(a + m)  -nme A    for all 
a € A,  m e  M,     and    n  e N.     Let    TT    be  the natural group homomorphism 
from    M    onto    M/A. 
Claim:     If     u   :  N X M/A + M/A    is defined by    p(n, m + A)  = 
n u(m + A) - n m + A,     then    M/A    is a module. 
Subproof:     To  show    u     is well-defined,   suppose     (r,  b + A) = 
(s,   c + A)     for    r,   s  £   N    and    b,   c £  M.     It  follows that    r = s 
and    b + A -  c + A.     Hence    b - c + a^     for some    a.   £ A.     So 
rb = s(c + a1),   and since     (A, +)     is a normal subgroup of     (M,  +), 
s(c + a.)  - s(a, + c)     for some    a2 £ A.     But    s(a2 + c)  - s c £ A 
so    s(a. + c)   - s c a,    for some    a.  £ A.     This implies 
s(a2 + c)  = a. + s  c    or    s(a2 + c)  - sc + a4    for some    a^ £ A. 
Hence    rb -  sc + a, ,     so    rb + A - sc + A,     from whence it  follows 
that     |i     is well-defined. 
Moreover,   for     r,   s £  N,  m £ M, 
(r + s)   u   (m + A)  -   (r + s)  m + A -   (rm + sm) + A.    But 
(rm + sm) + A =   (rm + A) +  (sm + A) - ry(m + A) + sp(m + A). 
Hence     (r + s)   u   (m + A)  - ru   (m + A) + su   (m + A). 
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Also     (rs)   u   (m + A)  »   (rs)  m + A - r(sm) + A - r v [(sm) + A] - 
rp   [sp   (m + A)].     Therefore    M/A    is a module,  and    H     is an 
N-homomorphlsm,  which makes    A « Ker *    a submodule of    NM. 
Corollary  1.34.     Let    ^4    be a module,  and  let    A    be a sub- 
module of    M.     Then    M/A    is an N-module,  where     n (m + A)   » nm + A 
for all    n   6  N,  m e  M. 
Definition  1.35.     Let    N    be a near-ring;   submodules of    ..N    are 
called  left-ideals.     If    A    is a submodule of the module    ^i, we call 
(M/A)     the factor or quotient module. 
Note  that Theorem 1.33 gives a characterization of the left  ideals 
of a near-ring.     Hence we see  that  the additive normal subgroups of a 
near-ring    N    satisfying property   (b)  of Theorem 1.20 are left ideals 
of    N;   those satisfying property  (a)   are right-ideals. 
Definition 1.36.     A subgroup    B -   (B, +)  of a module    ^i    is 
called a  left N-subgroup  if     NB c_ B. 
Note  that  if one includes property   (d)  in Definition 1.1,   then 
submodules  are N-subgroups. 
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CHAPTER II 
NEAR-RING EMBEDDINGS 
In this   chapter,  we shall  consider certain embeddings of groups 
into near-rings,  both with and without identities.     Many of these 
results come  from the paper by Malone and Heatherly   [7],  and the 
paper by Beidleman   [1].     Throughout  the chapter,   G    and    H    will 
denote nontrivial additive groups, with their identities denoted by 
0.     Recall  from Chapter  I that    T(G)     is  the set of all mappings on    G. 
Definition 2.1.     Let    TQ(G) - {f e  T(G)   I   f(0) - 0}.     Then it 
can be shown  that    TQ(G)     is a sub-near-ring of    T(G). 
Definition 2.2.     Let    g e   G,   and let     <|>g    be defined by 
;     (a)   - g    for all    a e  G.     Then    T'(G)  -  {*     I   g e  6}    can be shown 
and to be a sub-near-ring of    T(G),   since 
g 'g-h 
g    h g 
Definition 2.3.     For    g e   G,  define 
i      if    a * 0 
0    if    a - 0    for all    a e  G. 
*   (a)   -      Ct 
'       {« 
Then    ff    t  TQ(G).     Let    T0'(G)  -  {¥g t TQ(G)   I   g £ G}. 
Since    |    -  *.   =  *    .      and    »    \ ■ f *      «    h ' ° g h g-h g    h      J   g 
l0    if    h - 0, 
it can be shown that    T0'(G)     is  a sub-near-ring of    TQ(G). 
Proposition 2.A.     Define    f    from    G    to    T'(G)     by    f(g)  - *g 
for all    g «   G.     Then    f     is an  isomorphism of the additive group 
G    onto the additive group of    T'(G). 
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Proof:     Suppose    f     is a mapping from    G    to    T'(G)     defined by 
f(g)  =  *       for all    g e G.     For    g,  h e  G,  f (g + h) = * = 
1 + $. » f(g) + f(h).  Hence f is a group homomorphism.  Also 
g   " 
f(g) ■ f(°)  implies 41 - (J>. , from which it follows that g - h. 
Moreover, if  # e T'(G), then g e G so f(g) = * .  Therefore f 
o o 
is a group  isomorphism from    G    to    T'(G). 
Proposition  2.5.    Define    f    from    G    to T0*(G)    by    f(g) - V 
for all g e   G.     Then    f    is  an isomorphism of the additive group    G 
onto the additive  group of    T  ' (G). 
Proof:     Suppose    f    is  a mapping from    G to    T.'(G)     defined 
by    f(g)  =  *       for all    g e   G.    Then    f    is a group homomorphism 
O 
since    f(g + h) 
g+h g       h 
f(g) + f(h)     for all    g,  h e G. 
Suppose     f(g)  -  f(h).    Then    f    (a) - I   (a)     for all    a <   G.     Since 
© 
G    is nontrivial,  we may  let    a * 0.     Then    *f   (a) - Th   (a)     implies 
g = h.     Hence     f     is one-to-one.     To complete  the proof,   let 
1    e  T  '(G).     Then    g t  G,   so    f(g) - 4-   .     Therefore    f    is a group 
g 0 6 
isomorphism from    G    onto the additive group of    TQ'(G). 
Theorem 2.6.     Let    N    be a near-ring.     If    6    is any additive 
group containing    N+    as a proper subgroup,   then    N    can be embedded 
in    T(G). 
Proof:     Let     N    be a near-ring,   and let    G    be any additive 
group containing    N+    as a proper subgroup.    Let    a t N,  and define 
t_    from    G    into    G    by 
'ax    if    x e  N 
.a    if    x e G\N. 
xa   (x)  - f  
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Let    A =   {Tfl e  T(G)   |   a e N}.     Let us show that    A    is a sub-near-ring 
of T(G).     If    x e  N,     then 
Ta Tb   (X) *  Ta   (Tb   (x))  "  Ta   (bx)  "  abX    " Tab   
(x) •  and 
(l
a 
+ V   (x)  * Ta   (x^  + Th  W   " ax + bx -  (a + b)x = t   ..    (x).         b' a 
If    x e  G\N,   then 
a+b 
(T
a    V   
(x)  "   Ta   ^TK   t*)) - T     (b)  - ab =  T ,    (x),  and a ab 
(T    +x  )   (x)  -  x     (x)  + T.    (x) - a + b - x   ,.    (x).     Hence    x    x,_ a      D a D a+b a    b 'ab 
and    xfl + T    =   x       ,   from which it follows  that    A    is closed under 
addition and multiplication.     If    x e N,   then    - x     (x) - -  (ax)  = 
(-a)   (x)   -  x       (x),   and  if    x e  G\N,     then    -T     (X) - -a -  X       (X). 
—a a —a 
Hence    -x    « x 
a -a Therefore    x    - x, a        b x    +x.-x    .eA,     and a        -b a-b 
T    T    =  x  ,   £  A.     Thus    A    is a sub-near-ring of    T(G). 
a     D ab 
Define    f     from    N    to    T(G)    by    f(a) - x   .     Then    f     is  a 
a 
near-ring homomorphism since 
f(a + b) =   x J_.   - x    + x,   - f(a) + f(b),  and a+b a b 
f(ab) 
ab a    b 
f(a)   f(b). 
Now suppose x    =  x, .     Since    N    is a proper subgroup of    G,   there 
a b 
exists an    x e   G\N.     Hence     x     (x) x,    (x),   from which it  follows  that 
b 
a ■ b.     Thus    f     is a monomorphism and is the desired embedding 
mapping of    N    into    T(G). 
Corollary 2.7.     Every near-ring can be embedded in a near-ring 
with  identity. 
Proof:     Let     1„    denote  the function from    G    to    G    defined by 
~" G 
lQ (g)  = g    for  all    g £   G.     Then    1G    is the identity for    T(G),  so 
the  corollary  follows  immediately from Theorem 2.6. 
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Definition 2.8.     Let    G    and      H    be groups,   and  let    f    be a 
mapping from    G    to      H.     The kernel of f^,   denoted Ker  f,   is defined 
as follows: 
Let    0    be  the  identity of    H;   then    Ker f «  {a e   G  |   f(a) - 0}. 
The function    f     is  said  to be kernel-free  if    Ker f ~  {0}.    A near-ring 
homomorphism from    TQ(G)     into    TQ(H)     is  called kerne1-preserving if 
it maps kernel-free  elements of    T.(G)    onto the kernel-free elements 
of     TQ(H). 
Proposition 2.9.     The non-zero elements of    T  '(G)    are kernel- 
free mappings of     G     into    G. 
Proof:     Let    *    £  T   ' (G)    where    g * 0.     If    he  Ker 4- ,  then 
 g 0 8 
(h) - 0    which  implies    h - 0.     Hence    Ker V 
g 
{0}. 
Proposition  2.10.     Let     y £  TQ(-G^'     Then    Y    is kernel"free if 
and only  if    Y    °   y = Y       for every non-zero element    g    of    G. 
Proof:     Let     Y £   T0(
G)'   and suPPose    1    ls kernel-free.    Let 
a € 6.     If    a * 0,   then    y(a)   * 0    and     <¥    »   Y)   (a) =  Yg  (YU)) 
- t    (a).     If     a = 0,   then     (t    °   Y)   (a)  - *    (v(a)) =  f    (0) - 0. 
g g * 6 
Hence    f    •  Y 
g 
Y   . 
g 
Conversely,   suppose    TgoY - Yg    for every    g £  G    where    g * 0. 
Let    a £   Ker  y.     Then     (Y  •   Y)   (a)  - f     (Y(a)) - Y     (0)  - 0.     But 
g g 
(*. y) (a)  - *     (a)    by hypothesis.     Hence    *    (a) = 0    which implies g       "    ' ' g 
a = 0.     Therefore    Ker  Y -  {0},   from which  it follows  that    Y    is 
kernel-free. 
Lemma 2.11.     Let    G    and    H    be groups,   and let    f    be an 
isomorphism of    G    onto    H.     Then    f    induces a near-ring isomorphism 
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of    T(G)     onto    T(H). 
-1 
Proof:     Let     Y « T(G). Then f  ° y °  £         is contained in    T(H). 
Define    y     from    T(G)     into T(H) by p(v) ■ f o y • £    .     Then      y 
is a near-ring homomorphism since for a,y e T(G),  y(a + Y)  " 
r-l f o(a + Y)   •   f 
= y  (a) + y  (Y),  and 
u   (o o Y)  ■ f   °   (a •  Y )   °  f 
u  (a)   °   y   (Y). 
f o   [a •  f      +Ycf     ] - f  ° a °  f      +f°Y°f 
-1 (f  o  a o  f_1)o(f f1)- 
To show that     y    is one-to-one,   let us assume    y   (a) ■ M  (v)« 
Then    f  ° a  °   f~    ■ f • V • f" , which implies    f      °   f  • a ° f       «  f1 
,-1 ,-1 f  o  Y   °   f~    c  f    or    • ■ Y«     Also    v    is onto,   since for 
8 e T(H),   f"1  o   6   •>   f c  T(G),   so    y   (f"     <• 6 •   f)  - 
£  o   (f-1 o   B  o   f)   o  f"1 ■  6.    Hence    f induces  the near-ring 
isomorphism    u     from    T(G)     to    T(H). 
Proposition 2.12.    Let     f    be a group isomorphism of    G    onto    H. 
Then 
(i) f     induces a near-ring isomorphism of T(G)    onto    T(H); 
(ii) f     induces a near-ring isomorphism of TQ(G)    onto TQ(H); 
(iii) f     induces a near-ring isomorphism of T1(G)    onto T'(H); 
(iv) f     induces a near-ring isomorphism of TQ'(G)    onto T0'(H). 
Proof: (i)   follows from Lemma 2.11.     To show (ii), define |i 
from    Tn(G) into    TA(H)     by    y   (6)  -  f  •  6 »  f"
1 for all     6 « tyG). 
-X, 
Then fog.   f_1e   T(H).     Moreover,     (f  •   6 °  f    )   (0) 
= f(B   (f_1   (0))) - f   (6   (0))  - f  (0)  - 0,    so    f  •  8 
o   f"1 e  TQ(H). 
By the proof of    Lemma 2.11,   y    ia a one 
-to-one near-ring homomorphism. 
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To show    P    is onto,   let    a £   TQ(H).     Then    f" f 6 T0(G),   so 
(f"1 o a •   f)  =  f   (f"
1 .-1 f)   f~x - a.     Hence    v    is  a near-ring 
isomorphism from    TQ(G)     to    TQ(H). 
To prove   (iii),  define    v    from    T'(G)     into    T*(H)     by 
- (V = f 
.-1 
8 
for    6    £  T'(G).     Then    f 
g g 
•  f"1  £  T(H). 
Moreover,   for    h £  H,   (f  •  *g -  f"
1)   (h) - f   (*g  (f"
1  (h))) - f(g) 
= *f(  v   (h),     so    |J   (*g)  - *f(g)  *  T'(H).     By the proof of Lemma 2.11, 
u    is a one-to-one near-ring homomorphism.     To show    u    is onto,  let 
A    £ T'(H).     Then    h £  H,  and since    f    is  an isomorphism from    G    to    H, 
h 
there exists a    g £  G    such that    f (g) - h.     Hence    y   Ug) - *f(g)  » V 
Therefore    p     is a near-ring isomorphism from    T'(G)    onto    T'(H). 
To prove   (iv),   define    u    from    TQ' (G)     to    T0'(H)     by 
„(»)-£.*     of"1.       Then by   (ii),   f  •   y ^ T0(H)*   and f°r 
h c  H,  h * 0,   (f  o  y   f"1)   (h)  - f   (*g  (f
_1   (h»)  " f<8). 
Moreover,   (f - f    -   f1)   (0)  = f   <*     tf"1   »)> - I   <*g   <°» 
g 6 
0. 
Hence    p (¥ ) f    °    f       of 
g 
-1 V £  T  '(H).     By the proof of 
f(g) 
Lemma 2.11,    u   is a one-to-one near-ring homomorphism.       To show    p 
is onto,   let     S*h £  TQ'W.     Then    h £  H,  and since    £    is an 
isomorphism from    G    to    H,     there exists    g £  ■    such that    f (g) 
h. 
Therefore    u   (f  ) 
= 1   .     Thus    v    is a near-ring isomorphism 
f(g) h 
from    T0'(G)     to    T0'(H).    This  suffices  to prove the theorem. 
Proposition 2.13.     If    T(H)     is a near-ring homomorphic image of 
T(G),   then    H    is a homomorphic image of    G. 
Proof:     Suppose    T(H)     is a near-ring homomorphic  image of    T(G). 
Then there exists a near-ring homomorphism    f    from    T(G)    onto    T(H). 
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Let    ♦- «  T'(G)     and    ^ « T'(H).     Let us first show that     f    maps 
T'(G)     into    T'(H).     Since    T'(H)cT(H),   there exists    ye   T(G)    such 
that     f(y)  - $..     Hence 
f(*_)  - f<*    •  Y) ■   (f(<f> ))   •   (f(Y)) =   (f(* ))   o   (* ).     But 
f(:   )  =  a    where    a e T(H).     Hence  for    a e   H, 
g 
(f(*  ))   °   (*h)   (a) - a   (*h   (a)) - a  (h) = $ (a).     Therefore 
f(V *   .  .   e   T'(H).     To show    f    is onto, we need only note that 
f(W ■f(Y ►  )   -   f(Y)   •   f(*g)   -  *h   •   (f<*  )) *h' Hence    f    is 
a near-ring homomorphism from    T'(G)    onto    T'(H),     so by Proposition 
2.4,   H    is  the homomorphic image of    G. 
Theorem 2.1A. Let G and H be groups. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i)     there exists a group  isomorphism from    G    onto    H; 
(ii)   there exists a near-ring isomorphism from    T(G)     onto    T(H); 
(iii)   there exists a near-ring isomorphism from    T'(G)     onto 
T'(H). 
Proof: (i)-+(ii) If G is group isomorphic to H, then by 
Lemma 2.11,     T(G)     is  isomorphic to    T(H). 
(ii)-*(iii)     By the proof of Proposition 2.13,   if    f     is a near- 
ring isomorphism of    T(G)     onto    T(H),     then    f[T'(G)]  - T'(H).    Hence 
f    is a near-ring isomorphism of    T1(G)     onto    T'(H). 
(iii)+(i) Suppose T'(G) is near-ring isomorphic to T'(H). 
Then T'(G) is group isomorphic to T'(H). so by Proposition 2.4, 
G    is group isomorphic  to    H. 
Theorem 2.15.     Let    G    and    H    be groups.     The following are 
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equivalent: 
(i)       there exists a group  isomorphism from    G    onto    H; 
(ii)     there exists a kernel-preserving near-ring isomorphism 
from    TQ(G)     onto    TQ(H); 
(iii)   there exists a kernel-preserving near-ring isomorphism 
from    T0'(G)     onto    T0'(H). 
Proof:     (i>+(ii)       Suppose  there exists a group isomorphism    f 
from    G    onto    H.     By Theorem 2.12,   f     induces a near-ring isomorphism 
M    from    TQ(G)     onto    TQ(H)     defined by    u(B)  = f  •   S  •  t"      for 
8 c T  (G).     To show     u    is kernel-preserving,   let us suppose    6    is a 
-1 Since    f    is kernel-free element of    TQ(G).     Let    a £  Ker f •   8 •  f 
a group  isomorphism,   B(f_1   (a))   - 0.     But    6    is kernel-free,   so 
f"1  (a)  = 0,   from which it follows that    a - 0.     Further,   u    maps  the 
kernel-free elements  of    TQ(G)     onto  the kernel-free elements of    TQ(H), 
since  if    a t   TQ(H)     is kernel-free,   then    f"    ° a °   f t  TQ(G)     is 
kernel-free and     U(f
_1  • « • « - «•     Hence    |i    is kernel-preserving. 
(ii)-(iii)       Suppose  there exists a kernel-preserving near-ring 
isomorphism    f     from    TQ(G)    onto    TQ(H).     Since 
T0'(G) 1T0(G),   then  f[T0'(G)]£T0(H).     Let    Vg    be a non-zero 
element of    TQ* (G) ,   and let    *h    be a non-zero element of    TQ'(H). 
Then by Proposition 2.9,   4<n    and    Vg    are kernel-free.     Since 
T0'(H) £T0(H),   and since    f    is a kernel-preserving isomorphism,   there 
exists a kernel-free element    Y « T„(G)     such that    f(y) - %• 
To show that     f[T0'(G)] £ TQ'(H),  we note that    f(Vg) - f(tg «  Y> 
by Proposition 2.10.     Hence,   since    f     is kernel-preserving 
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f(Tg)  -   £(*g   •   Y)   -   f(y   •   f(Y)   -   f<y   •  Th -  *If(Tg)](h)   ■  T0'(H). 
Finally to show that    f[T0'(G)]   - T0'(H),  we remark that 
; i . )      f(■)       f(•   ) f ( •   ) since    f    is f(v o t . £ Y) c f(y -*h - ., . (V 
kernel-preserving. 
(iii )» (I)       Suppose    T   ' (G)     is isomorphic as a near-ring    to 
T '(H).     Then by Proposition 2.5,   G    is  group isomorphic to    H. 
Theorem 2.16.     A nontrivial group    G    can be embedded  in a group 
H    if and only if    TQ(G)     can be embedded in    TQ(H)    by a near-ring 
monomorphism which is kernel-preserving. 
Proof:     (**■)     Suppose  the group    G    can be embedded in  the group    H. 
If the image of    G    is equal  to    H,   then by Theorem 2.15,   there exists 
a near-ring isomorphism from    TQ(G)     onto    TQ(H)    which is kernel- 
preserving. 
Therefore assume  that  the  image of    G    is a proper subgroup of    H, 
and  identify    G    with  this  image.     Let     g    be    an arbitrary but  fixed 
non-zero element of    G.     For each      a    «    T()(G),   define    a'   e TQ(H)    by 
if     x  e   G 
if     x  e   H\G. 
a'   (x) -   fa   (x) 
La   (g) 
If    a    is kernel-free,   then    a(g)   * 0,   so    a'     is also kernel-free. 
Define    „     from    TQ(G)     to    TQ(H)     by      y(a)-a'.    Then    ,     is 
obviously well-defined and one-to-one.     To show    u    is a near-ring 
homomorphism,   let us  consider    p(a + 6)     and    M(« •  6)    where 
a, 6 t TQ(G).     If    x e  G,     then 
[.(. + 8)]   (x)  -   (a + 6)'   (x) =   (a ♦ 6)   (x) - a(x) ♦ 6(x) - -'(«) ♦ •'« 
=   (a' + 8')   (x),  and 
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[|i(o  •   6)]   (x)   =   (a  °   8)'   (x)  -   (a °   6)   (x)  - a(B(x))  - a'   (8'(x)) 
=  (a'   o  8')   (x).     If    x e  H\G,   then 
[y(o + 6)]   (x)   -   (a + 6)*   (x) -   (a + 6)   (g)  - a(g) + 6(g) 
= a'   (x) + 6'   (x) -   (a1 + 6')   (x),  and 
[„(a o  6)]   (x)  =   (a  o  6)'   (x)  =   (a •   6)   (g)  - a(B(g))  - a1   (6'   (x)) 
=  (a'   °   6')   (x).     Hence    y(a + 6)  = u(a) + u(B)    and 
u(a •  6)  =  u(a)   •     H(P).     Thus    TQ(G)     can be embedded in    TQ(H)     by 
the kernel-preserving near-ring monomorphism    p. 
(*)     Let    T„(G)     be embedded in    TQ(H)    by a kernel-preserving 
near-ring monomorphism    U.     Let    a    be an arbitrary but fixed non-zero 
element of    H.     Define    v    from    T0'(6)     into    T0'(H)     by 
V (t ) - f where    a =  u(t ).     Let us show by contradiction that    v 
is one-to-one.     If    g,   k «  G    with    g * It,   then    *g * *k.    Assume 
»(* ) - v(^),   so     [|i   C*g>]   (a)  "   IV   (\)
]   (a)>    Then 
[W  t»    "  \)1   U)  - 0    so    ii   (*    .)   (a) - 0.     Since    g - k * 0,   then 
¥ 
g-k 
g     V  -'     'r*' 
is kernel-free.     Also    u    is kernel-preserving,   so it  follows 
that    H   (T _k)     is kernel-free and    a = 0.     But    a    is non-zero by 
supposition.     From this contradiction we can conclude  that    v    is 
injective. 
To show    v     is well-defined,   let us assume    fg =  *fc.     Then 
V  (Vg) =  II   (V     and     [ii   <¥g)]   (a) -   l»   (%>]   <
a>'     Hence 
I      .\ - «     , ,    where    a.   (a) - M   (fJ   (a)     and    «2   (a) = „   (\)   (a)- 
c^  (a) a2(a) -l ■ 
Therefore    v   (fJ  - v   (*fc), which implies   v    is well-defined. 
Finally we^eed to show that    v    is a group homomorphism.     By 
definition, v   (t    + O   - \(a)    
where a  (a)  "  [w   <% + V1   W' 
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But    [V   (*    + \>]   <a> "   IV     (*g) + V   (\)1   (a) "   IV   (Yg)]   (a) 
+  [u   (*.)]   (a).     This implies    a   (a)  - o^  (a) + a2   (a)    where 
■    (a)  = P   (*  )   (a)     and    o2   (a) - p   (*k)   (a).     Therefore 
„/»+*)■ f + y ■ y (f ) + y  (» ).     Hence the additive 
v g        k' o^U) a2^
a^ g k 
group of    T  '(G)     is  embedded in the additive group of    T0'(H),   so 
by Proposition 2.5,   G    can be embedded in    H. 
Theorem 2.17.     A nontrivial group    G    can be embedded in a group 
H    if and only if  the near-ring    T(G)     can be embedded in the near-ring 
T(H). 
Proof:     (■*)     Suppose the group    G    can be embedded in the group 
H.     If the  image of     G    is equal  to    H,   then by Theorem 2.14,   there 
exists a near-ring isomorphism from    T(G)     to    T(H).    Assume then 
that the  image of     G     is a proper subgroup of    H,   and identify    G    with 
this image.     Let     g    be an arbitrary but fixed non-zero element of    G. 
For each    c<6  T(G),   define    a* e T(H)    by 
a'    (x)   - J*a   (x)     if     x e   G 
(.a   (g)     if    x e  H\G. 
Consider    u     from    T(G)     to    T(H)     defined by    p   (a) - a\     By 
the proof of Theorem 2.16,   p     is  a near-ring monomorphism.    Hence 
T(G)     is embedded  in    T(H). 
(♦)     Conversely,   let    T(G)     be embedded in    T(H)    by a near-ring 
nonomorphism      p.     Since    T'(G)   c T(G),   then    p  [T« (G) ] £ T(H).    Hence 
for    $    ( T'(G),   U  (♦ ) - O    where    a € T(H).    But 
*o- 
Moreover, 
P  (*g)  ■!!<♦•   <t>0>  "  M   (*g)   °   v   ((),0)  "  " 
(a • O   (a)  - a   (♦„   (a)) - a  (0)  - ♦„<„,   (a)     for all    a ,  H, 
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so    v   (♦„) '«<(» 
e T*(H).     Therefore    T1(G)     is embedded in    T'(H), 
by Proposition 2.4,   G    is embedded in    H. 
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CHAPTER III 
IDEALS   IN TRANSFORMATION NEAR-RINGS 
In this  chapter,  we shall concentrate on a specific near-ring, 
the transformation near-ring,  TQ(G),   of  all mappings of a group    G 
into itself which map    0    onto    0.     Specifically,   left ideals of    TQ(G) 
will be considered.     These results  come from the paper by Heatherly  [6]. 
Throughout  the chapter,   G    will denote an additive group with  identity 
0. 
Definition  3.1.     If    S     is a non-empty subset of a group    G,   then 
A(S)  -   {a  £   TQ(G)    |   a   [S]  -  0}. 
Remark 3.2.     We note that    A(S)     is a left  ideal of    TQ(G).     Choose 
„ 6 < A(S)     and    Y,   M  <  TQ(G).     Then     (a - B)   [S]  - a  [S]   - 6  [S]  = 0, 
so    A(S)     is a subgroup of    TQ(G).     Also  if    y £  Y + A(S)  - Y,   then 
„ = Y + a - Y     for  some    a £  A(S).     Hence    y   [S]  -   (Y + a - Y)   [S] = 
Y [S] + a   [S]   - Y   [S]   = Y   [S]  - Y   W   " °"     Therefore 
Y + A(S)  - Y £ ACS)    which implies  that    A(S)     is normal  in    TQCG). 
Finally,   for     y,   y £ TQCG)     and    a £ ACS), 
[li (a + Y) - y y )  is] - [ M (a + Y)1  [S]   - (v Y) ts] » 
u(a[S] + Y   [S])-y   CY[S])-P   (Y   [SJ)-U(YIS])-0.  Hence 
u Ca ♦ Y) - y  Y * ACS),   so    A(S)     is a left ideal by Theorem 1.33 and 
Definition  1.35. 
Definition 3.3.     Let    G    be a group,   let    0 - x . G.  and let 
Py = A  (G - {x}).     If     y «  G,   let 
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a   (x,   y)   (t)   -        Co    if    t * x 
\y    if     t = x for every    t e G. 
Then    P      may also be described as    {a  (x,y)   I   y e G}. 
Proposition  3.4.     If    y *  s * 0,   then 
(i)    a   (s,   t)   ° a   (x,  y)  - a   (x,   0) - 0; 
(ii)  a   (s,   t)   °  a   (x,   s)  = a  (x,   t). 
Proof:     Suppose    y  * s  * 0.     To show    (i),   let    v e  G.     Then if 
v t x, 
[a  (s,   t)   °   a   (x,   y)]   (v)  - a   (s,   t)   [a   (x,  y)   (v)]   = a   (s,   t)   (0) 
If    v = x,   [a   (s,   t)  a   (x,  y)]   (v) - a   (s,   t)   [a  (x, y)   (v)]  = 
a (s,   t)   (y)   - 0.     But    a   (x,   0)   (v)  - 0    if    x - v    or if    x * v. 
Hence    a   (s,   t)  a   (x,  y)  - a   (x,   0) - 0. 
To show  (ii),   let    v e  G.     Then if    v * x, 
[a (8,   t)  a   (x,   •)]   (v)  - a   (s,   t)   (0)  = 0,  and if    v - x,   then 
[a (s,   t)  a   (x,   8)]   (v)   -  I   (s,   t)   (s)  = t.     But  if 
a (x,   t)   (v)  = 0,   and  if    v - x,   then    a  (x,   t)   (v) =  t.     Hence 
a (s,   t)  a   (x,   s)   - a   (x,   t).     This completes the proof. 
Proposition  3.5.     Let     E -  (a  (x,  x)   I   x . G - {0}}.    Then    E 
is a collection of pairwise orthogonal idempotents. 
Proof:     Let    a   (y,   y)  €   E.     Then by Proposition 3.4  (ii), 
■ (y,   y)2 - a   (y,   y) a   (y,   y)  - a   (V.  *)>     Hence    a   (y'  y)   1S 
idempotent.     Moreover  if    a   (z,   ■),  a   (y,  y)   i  B    with    I * f,   then 
by Proposition 3.4   (i),   a   (z,   z)  a   (y,   y) - a   (y,   0)  - 0.     Therefore 
elements of    E    are pairwise orthogonal idempotents. 
0. 
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Proposition 3.6.     If    a   (x,   y),  a   (x,  v)  £ Px    and    6 e  TQ(G), 
then: 
(i) a   (x,   y) + a   (x,  v)  - a  (x,   y + v); 
(ii)       - a   (x,   y) - a   (x,   -y); 
(iii) a   (x,   y)   - a   (x,  v)  = a  (x,   y - v); 
(iv) 6   °  a   (x,  y) - a   (x,   6   (y)). 
Proof:     To  show   (i),   let     t €  G.     Then if    t - x, 
[a    (x,  y) + a   (x,  v) ]   (t)  - a   (x,   y)   (t) + a  (x,  v)   (t) - y + v, 
and if    t * x, 
[a (x,  y) + a  (x,  v)]   (t)  - a   (x,  y)   (t) + a   (x, v)   (t) > 0. 
But if    t - x,   a   (x,   y + v)   (t)  - y + V,   and if    t * x,  then 
I (X, y + v)   (t)  -  0.     Hence    a   (x,   y) + a   (x,  v)  - a   (x,  y + v). 
For  the proof of   (ii),   let     t £ G.     If    t - x,   then 
-a (x, y)   (t) = -y,   and  if    t * x,   -a  (x,  y)   (t) - 0.     But if    t = x, 
a (x,  -y)   (t) = -y,   and if    t - *, a   (x,  -y)   (t)  = 0.    Thus 
-a (x,  y)  = a   (x,  -y). 
To show  (iii),  we need only note that by parts   (i)  and  (ii), 
■ (x, y)- a (x,  v)  = a   (x,  y) + a   (x,  -v)  = a  (x,  y - v). 
Finally,   to show   (iv),   let     t  £ G.     If    x - t,   then 
[6 o a  (x,   y)]   (t)  -  6   [a  (x,   y)   (t)] - 6   (y),  and  if    X * t,   then 
[6 . a (x,   y)]   (t)   -   6 la   (x,  y)   (t)]  =  B   (0)  - 0.     But if 
a (x,  6   (y))   (t)  -   6   (y),   and if    » * t,   then    a   (x,   6   (y))   <t> = 0. 
Hence    6 •  a  (x,   y)   =  a  (x,   6   (y))-     This  completes  the proof. 
Theorem 3.7.     For  each    x * 0,  P,    is a minimal left  ideal of 
T0(G)    and  a minimal     T()(G)-subgroup.     Also    Px    is  generated by the 
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idempotent a (x, x), which acts as a right identity for P 
x' 
Proof:     For  each    x * 0,   Px    is  a left ideal of    T   (G)    by 
Remark 3.2.     Suppose     H    is a left ideal of    T.(G)     that  is 
contained  in    P^.     Choose    0 * a   (x,   y)  e  H    and    a   (x,   z)   e   P  .     Then 
,  (y,   z)   [a   (x,  y) + a   (x,   0)]   -a   (y,   z)  a   (x,   0)   e  H    since    H    is a 
left  ideal.     But a.   (y,   z)   [o   (x,  y) + a   (x,   0)]  =    a   (y,   z)   a  (x,  y) 
= a  (x,   z)     and     a   (y,   z)   a  (x,  0)  - a   (y,   z)   (0)  ■ 0    since 
i  (y,   z)   e. TQ(G).     Hence    a   (x,   z)  e   H,     from which it follows  that 
H ■ P   .     Therefore    P       is a minimal left ideal. 
By Proposition   3.6,   Px    is a    TQ(G)-subgroup.     To show    P      is 
minimal,   let    U    be  any    TQ(G)-subgroup contained  in    P  .     Choose 
0 *  -.  (x,  y)   «   U    and     a   (x,   z)   e  P^.     Then    a  (y,z)   a   (x,   y)   e U    so 
x  (x,   z)  c   U.     Therefore    P    c U    so    U - P   .     Thus    P      is a minimal 
x xx 
TQ(G)-subgroup. 
For any    a   (x, y)   «  Px>   a   (x,  y)  a   (x,  x) - a   (x,  y)     so 
a (x,   x)    acts as  a right  identity for    P   .     Also 
j (x,  y) » a   (x,  y) a   (x,  x)  € T_   ° a  (x, x),     and  for 
8  »  -x  (x,  x)  £   T0°a   (x,   x), a   (x,  x) = a   (x,   6   (x))  c  P   .     Thus 
P    = Tn °  a   (x,   x),   so     P       is generated by    a  (x,   x). 
Proposition  3.8.     The group     (P  ,  +)     is isomorphic  to    G. 
Proof:     Define     f     from    G    to    P      by    ((g) ■ O   (x,  g). 
Then    f    is a group homomorphism,   since  for    g,  h «   G 
f(g + h) - a   (x,   g + h)   - a   (x,   g)  + a   (x,   h) = f(g) + f(h).    Also 
" (x,  g) ■ a   (x,  h)     implies     a  (x,   g)   (t)  - a   (x,  h)   (t)    for    t e  G. 
If    x *=  t,   a   (x,  g)   (t)   = g    and a   (x,  h)   (t)  - h.     Thus    g - h 
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which  implies     f     is  one-to-one.     Clearly     f    is onto,   from which it 
follows   that     f     is a group isomorphism from    P       to    G. 
Note 3.9.     If    x e G ~ {0}    and    V = G ~ {0,  x},     then 
P    n 1   {P     I   y <L   V}  -  {0}.     Therefore    P -  Z    P       is a   (group)  direct 
x 
sum. 
G    x 
Lemma 3.10.     If     F    is a family of left  ideals  from a near-ring    N, 
then    Z   {M.   I  M,   t  F)     is  a left  ideal of    N. 
I i 
Proof;     Suppose     F    is a family    {M^IT    of  left  ideals from a 
near-ring    N.     Then it is well-known  that     E    M,     is a normal subgroup 
k 
of    N.     Let    m ■  Z      m.     be any element  in    ET M., where    m    e M.. 
To show  that       Z    M.     is a  left  ideal of    N, we must show that for 
This shall be shown by n  ,  n. e  N,  n,   (m + n^)  - n2 n^^ e   Z1 H^. 
induction on    k.     If     k'  1,   then    n.   (m + n  ) - n    n    = 
since    M.     is a  left ideal. n2   (n^ + n2)   - n2  i^ e Mj £ z^ H± 
Let     c.   =    Z      m  .     Then    n     (IIL   +   (c.   , + n^)   - n2  (<V j + n^ 
J i-1 
«  Z    M      since    c + n..   e  N.     By hypothesis, 
n-   (c        + nj)  - n2 n.   e   Z    M..     Hence    n2   (m + n^  - n2 n^^ 
= n2   f(mk + Z m±) + Oj]   - n2 n± = n2   [ (n^ + e^) + Oj)]  - n2 Oj 
=  (n2   [^ +   (C^j + Bj)]   - n2   (c^ + Bl)J + {n2   (c^ + n^- n2  n^ 
«  Z    M .     Therefore    Z    M±    is a left  ideal of    N. 
Theorem 3.11.     P     is a left  ideal of    TQ(G). 
Proof:     By Remark 3.2,   P    is a   (direct)   sum of left  ideals,   so 
as a direct  consequence of  Lemma 3.10,   P    is a left ideal of    TQ(G). 
Theorem 3.12.     If    G    is finite,   then    TQ(G)  - P = • I Px 
is a direct  sum of minimal  left  ideals. 
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Proof:     Since    G    is  finite,     IGI   ■ n    where    n is some positive 
integer.     By Proposition  3.8,   P      is  isomorphic as a group  to    G,   so 
|p   I   = n.     Hence    P ■ • I P       has order    n since x * 0.     By 
x x 
Theorem 3.11,   P £ TQ(G).     But     |TQ(G)|   - n""
1    since for    a e  TQ(G), 
,   (0) - 0.     Hence    TQ(G)  » f • ♦ J P . 
One  should note  that Theorem 3.12 does not hold if    G    is infinite, 
since in  this  case     |T_(G) ilGl .while     |P|   -   |G|. 
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SUMMARY 
In  conclusion,  we have  examined  the basic properties of near-rings, 
and subsequently, we have developed  fundamental  theorems based on  these 
properties.     Among the  theorems proved were  the Factor Theorem,   the 
Isomorphism Theorems,   the Correspondence Theorem,  and several  theorems 
concerning near-ring embeddings.     One of  these results  is  the fact that 
if  the near-ring    N    is properly contained  in the subgroup    G,   then    N 
can be embedded  in  the near-ring with identity,  T(G).     At  this point, 
one might  conjecture  that    N    must be contained in near-rings with 
identities   that  are   'smaller'   than    T(G).    Also  it would seem that 
there are better and more  interesting ways of embedding a near-ring   in 
a near-ring with  identity.     However,   the author was unable  to resolve 
these  questions. 
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